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Purpose
The School Wide Curriculum Plan for Browns Plains State High School provides expectations around how
curriculum is planned, taught, assessed and reported to ensure success for all students.
This policy applies to all staff and students at Browns Plains State High School. The aim of this policy is to
ensure fairness and equity is maintained across the school; therefore supporting students to achieve to the best
of their ability.

Curriculum
The curriculum at Browns Plains State High School is based around three key areas including: the Australian
Curriculum framework, Queensland Curriculum and Assessment Authority (QCAA) syllabi and endorsed national
Vocational Education training packages. These resources provide clear guidelines regarding curriculum content
and assessment techniques.

The Australian Curriculum
The Australian Curriculum, Assessment and Reporting Authority (ACARA) has developed the Australian
Curriculum with input from leading educators in each state. This has involved participation and feedback from
each schooling sector in Queensland, coordinated by the Queensland Curriculum and Assessment Authority
(QCAA).
The senior assessment system used in Queensland is known as the Australian Tertiary Admission Rank (ATAR)
and is an inclusive model which combines school-based assessment with external assessment set and marked
by the Queensland Curriculum and Assessment Authority (QCAA). Subject results in General subjects are based
on student achievement in four summative assessments: three internal assessments and one external
assessment that QCAA sets and marks. For most General subjects, the internal assessment contributes 75% to
the final subject result, except in mathematics and science subjects, where it contributes 50%. External
assessment will contribute more in mathematics and science subjects because the type of skills and knowledge
found in these subjects are more readily assessed through common external assessment. Subject results in
Applied subjects are based on student achievement in four equally-weighted internal assessments. For Essential
English and Essential Mathematics, one of these assessments is externally set but school-administered.
For students seeking to continue their studies after school, their final results from a combination of five General
subjects, or four General subjects and one Applied subject or vocational qualification, are used by QTAC to
calculate an Australian Tertiary Admission Rank (ATAR) for tertiary selection purposes. Eligible students
completing Year 12 will receive an ATAR which ranks students from 99.95 in steps of 0.05. This provides a much
‘finer-grained’ rank, which can help to differentiate students who seek entry to high-demand tertiary courses.
QTAC generates student ATARs through a statistical process known as ‘inter-subject scaling’. Under this
process, patterns of student results across different subjects are mathematically compared and adjusted to
enable students with different combinations of results to be compared in a single rank order. A similar process is
used to support ATAR calculations in most other Australian jurisdictions. (Source: Queensland Government)
The use of an ATAR simplifies administrative processes for Queensland students who wish to apply for interstate
courses, as well as interstate students who wish to apply for Queensland courses.

Queensland Curriculum And Assessment Authority Syllabi
Junior subjects are prescribed by the Australian Curriculum and Assessment and Reporting Authority (ACARA).
Senior subjects are prescribed by syllabi from the Queensland Curriculum and Assessment Authority (QCAA),
are used to develop subject units of work. Staff are expected to ensure they are familiar with the current
documents and amendments when planning, delivering, assessing and reporting on such subjects.
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Syllabi Implementation
These documents are either been developed with reference to the current syllabus documents or prescribed by
QCAA. Heads of Department are responsible for leading the delivery and/or development of units of work, study
plans and term or semester overviews for their areas of responsibility. Units of work must exist for every subject
area from Years 7 to 12. These must be saved on G:\Coredata\Common\FACULTY DOCUMENTS in the
appropriate sub-folders. Work Plans for 2020 must be approved by the relevant authority which is QCAA.
Assessment as per the SATE system must be endorsed and confirmed as per QCAA policy and procedures. Any
changes to assessment or programming must be submitted for approval to the relevant authority and cannot
commence until confirmation of approval.
Unit plans must exist also for all subjects for Years 7 to 10. Currently these do not require approval from the
QCAA but must follow the Browns Plains State High School unit template and must be saved in the Faculty
Document folders (see above link). Similarly, senior subjects must use the QCAA unit planning template which is
to be saved to the Faculty Document folder.

Vocational Education, Training And Assessment Plans
Training.gov.au encompasses the national register which contains the authoritative information about Registered
Training Organisations (RTOs), recognised training products and the approved scope of each RTO to deliver
nationally recognised training as required. Training and Assessment Strategies (TAS) should be planned
carefully to ensure the requirements of the training packages are fulfilled.
Browns Plains State High School currently offers VET certificates only through External RTOs.

Supporting Students
An Individual Support Plan (ISP) is required for any student who has a verified diagnosis. These students are
managed by staff of the Learning Centre. An ISP outlines the educational priorities for these students and the
various strategies to use to ensure students are able to access the curriculum. ISPs are developed by the case
manager for the individual student and are reviewed in consultation with family, teaching and support staff. ISPs
are stored in OneSchool. Every teacher is required to be familiar with the ISP for any student in their classes and
to ensure these students are provided with the appropriate adjustments.
Students who have English as a second language also require modifications to their program. The Guidance
Officer and EALD Advisory Visiting Teacher are responsible for assisting in identifying and providing support to
both students and staff.
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Curriculum Progression

7

• Core Subjects: English, Mathematics, Science, History, Geography, Health and Physical
Education
• Other Areas of Study: Arts (Drama and Visual Art), Languages (Indonesian), Technologies
(Design and Technologies and Digital Technologies).

8

• Core Subjects: English, Mathematics, Science, History, Geography, Health and Physical
Education
• Other Areas of Study: Other Areas of Study: Arts (Drama, Media Arts), Languages (Indonesian),
Technologies (Design and Technologies and Digital Technologies).

9

• Core Subjects: English, Mathematics, Science, History, Geography, Health and Physical
Education
• Elective Subjects: Technologies (Design and Technologies and Digital Technologies) Arts
(Dance, Drama, Media Arts, Music, Visual Arts), Humanities and Social Sciences (Civics and
Citizenship, Economics and Business, Languages (Indonesian).

10

11

12

• Core Subjects: English, Mathematics, Specialist Mathematics Preparation
• Elective Subjects: Science (General Science, Biology, Chemistry), Humanities and Social
Sciences (Civics and Citizenship, Ancient/Modern History, Economics and Business,
Geography), Health and Physical Education, Technology (Design and Technologies and Digital
Technologies), Arts (Visual Arts, Media Arts, Music, Drama, Dance). Elective subjects may vary
from year to year.
• Senior Education and Training Plans developed with students to transition into Year 11 and 12.

• Core Subjects: English, Essential English, Specialist Mathematics, General Mathematics,
Essential Mathematics, Mathematical Methods, English, English Communications, PLUS
• Students can choose to study an ATAR Pathway consisting of General subjects which could
involve early entry to a tertiary institution, OR
• Industry/Vocational Education Pathway. This option may also include VET Certificates, a school
based traineeship or apprenticeship, TAFE study OR
• A combination of both ATAR and Vocational Education subjects.

• Core Subjects: English, Essential English, Specialist Mathematics, General Mathematics,
Essential Mathematics, Mathematical Methods, English, English Communications, PLUS
• Students can choose to study an ATAR Pathway consisting of General subjects which could
involve early entry to a tertiary institution, OR
• Industry/Vocational Education Pathway. This option may also include VET Certificates, a school
based traineeship or apprenticeship, TAFE study OR
• A combination of both ATAR and Vocational Education subjects.

• Queensland Certificate of Education or Queensland Certificate of Individual Attainment
• Certificate I, II, III and/or Diploma or a Statement of Attainment
• ATAR
Outcomes • Early entry to a tertiary program
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Pedagogy
High quality explicit teaching, focused on the achievement of every student, is integral to improving learning
outcomes and building a culture of ongoing improvement. The Explicit Teaching Checklist @ BP State High
School guides lesson planning. School wide analysis and discussion of student achievement data, teaching
strategies delivered in response to students' needs, context and differentiated learning with focused support for
students' social and emotional development ensures continuity and progression of student learning across the
years of school.
At Browns Plains State High School, teaching and learning is centred around the Graduated Release of
Responsibility pedagogical framework which is characterised by four Phases of Learning being ‘Focused
Instruction: ‘ I do it’, Guided Instruction: ‘We do it’, Collaborative Learning, ‘You do it together’ and Independent
Learning: ‘You do it alone’. Implementation is designed to improve student outcomes by addressing four
signature practices that have been identified as critical to student success. These are as follows:
1. Cognitive Verbs – the explicit teaching of Cognitive Verbs as the foundation of achieving syllabus
outcomes. This includes prioritising the mastery of core skills over extensive content. Students must
know how to demonstrate Cognitive Verbs on demand.
2. Student feedback – ongoing, formative feedback cycles that address the Feedback-Learning questions
and alter planned learning experiences to prioritise areas for development. Feedback must be framed
against Learning Goals and Success Criteria, and include effective Questioning Techniques:
a) What am I learning today?
b) How will I know that I have learned it?
c) How am I going?
d) How can I improve?
3. Long-term learning retention – the requirement for students to recall knowledge and skills from
previous learning. In preparation for External Assessment in senior; notably 50% weightings in
Mathematics and Sciences.
4. Student independence and resilience – increased autonomy and positive challenge.
These signature practices were both the criteria for framework selection and also form the expected outcomes
from implementation. They were derived from an analysis of needs generated by the driver of the SATE system
being introduced in Queensland from 2019. The central theme behind this framework is that there is a transfer of
responsibility for learning that takes place, purposefully shifting from the teacher to the student. This gradual
release may take place over a lesson, a week, a unit or a year.
Focused Instruction: “I do it”
Focused Instruction is a phase in learning that all teachers practise. It is essentially when the teacher is
delivering information or directly modelling without student input – the “I do”. This phase establishes the purpose
of the lesson – not just what we are learning today but why we are learning it. Teachers also explain the desired
student behaviours through modelling or think-alouds in which the teacher demonstrates the kind of thinking
required to solve a problem, or the process required to complete a task or interact with a text. Focused
Instruction is typically delivered to the whole class and usually lasts for 15 minutes or less – just long enough to
establish the purpose and ensure that students understand what is required of them. This phase does not have
to occur at the beginning of a lesson and may occur more than once in a single lesson as required.
Focused Instruction is not just “telling students things” – the key to quality teaching in this phase is explaining.
Teachers need to unpack their cognitive processes and metacognitive thinking. The goal is for the learner to
encounter both the what (the content) and the how-to (strategies and processes). Students do not need (or learn
well from) an “information dump”. Good delivery also models critical thinking and even questions our
assumptions and alternate viewpoints in this phase. Finally, sharing these new ideas should also link back to
connect with existing knowledge and concepts. While teachers are establishing purpose, modelling and
thinking-aloud, they are also noticing – paying careful attention to students to identify when the cognitive
responsibility begins to shift from teacher to student. Noticing signals to teachers when it is time to shift gears
and enter into another phase, often guided instruction.
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Guided Instruction: “We do it”
“Guided instruction is knowing when to offer a steadying hand, and when to
withdraw it. This is truly the art and science of teaching.”
In Guided Instruction, the teacher purposefully uses questions, prompts and cues to assist in student
comprehension. During this phase of learning, also referred to as “We do it” – both the students and teacher
are active participants in learning. This can be done with an entire class of students but is found to be more
beneficial with smaller groups to facilitate collaborative learning. When appropriate, smaller groups of
students are structured around similar learning abilities to provide teachers with opportunities to differentiate
instructions, materials and feedback.
Differentiated materials could include:

 Alternative reading and writing framework questions
 Simplified/condensed worksheets
 Providing more visuals including graphs, charts, images and diagrams.
During Guided Instruction, the teacher will balance the focus of the lesson between releasing responsibility to
students while also providing heavily scaffolded instructions and materials to ensure student understanding
and success within the classroom. The sole purpose of Guided Instruction is to support student learning by
working with the students – students should not be expected to work independently at this stage. This phase
provides teachers with the opportunity to explore what each student knows and doesn’t know at that moment
in time.
Collaborative Learning: “You do it together”
Collaborative Learning is a phase for consolidation of information acquired in Focused Instruction and
Guided Instruction. It is vital in this phase that students are not introduced to new information but instead use
this time to consolidate their thinking and interact meaningfully with the content (already delivered) and with
each other – the “we do together”. The key to these experiences is that students assume increased
responsibility and accountability for their learning. Therefore, the purpose of this phase is for the teacher
to expose students to tasks that will reveal partial understandings, misconceptions and confirm what they
already know; students need to wrestle with the problem. In Collaborative Learning, the task complexity is
elevated to provoke errors, known as productive failure. Through productive failure, students learn from
their mistakes.
Collaborative Learning is not just group work! Students are expected to apply the skills and knowledge they
have been taught, while being supported by their peers. This links to the 21st Century skills that students
need to prepare them for higher education, work and engagement in a complex and rapidly changing world.
The tasks students engage in are opportunities to participate in accountable talk and argumentation following
a set of parameters that students agree to, including: staying on topic, using accurate information and
thinking deeply about other ideas.
Teachers need to explicitly teach students how to effectively participate in group work situations. Careful
consideration of group configuration is vital for success. Although there are times when considering student
interest and choice is purposeful, grouping should be heterogeneous and roles should be distributed to
students to promote individual accountability. Collaborative Learning focuses on the cognitive and
metacognitive nature of learning in productive group work that is results-orientated; not just the sharing of
information in basic group work. While both are useful in learning, teachers need to consider whether the
goal of the learning experience is to share information (basic group work) or problem solve (productive group
work). Basic group work should not frame the majority of Collaborative Learning experiences.
Collaborative Learning involves two different kinds of tasks; basic group work, which allows students to share
ideas and consolidate information, and productive group work, which is for group problem- solving and
finding solutions. The key to gathering formative assessment information is to design individual
accountability within productive group tasks.
Independent Learning: “You do it alone”
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Independent Learning in the Gradual Release of Responsibility framework is a phase where students work and
think alone, which follows their consolidation through the collaboration phase. This is not as simple as students
working independently, as it takes 10,000 hours of deliberate practice to develop expertise. This means that
students need to both partake in this phase and also consciously make decisions to master Independent
Learning. This phase is important as students are not required to replicate what has been taught but instead
explore and use the skills they need to figure things out. Students need to apply netacognitive and selfregulatory skills.
The teacher’s role during this phase is to provide feedback to students, both on the work they are producing and
also the process they are following to self-regulate. This phase must be purposeful, as replication of student
work does not require students to critically think independently. Teachers need to notice performance and give
ongoing feedback to students. This feedback should be timely, specific, understandable and actionable.
The Graduated Release of Responsibility framework encourages explicit teaching in classrooms. There are six
functions of Explicit Teaching including:
Reviewing
 Checking for pre-requisite skills/knowledge and engaging students in the learning activities for the
lesson/unit.
 Refining student knowledge further to minimise ‘gaps’ for students.
 Formative monitoring eg.
- Quick quiz, collection of homework, revision sheet, practice test, one-one conferencing etc
- Identifying evidence of engagement with the Reading and Writing Framework in student responses,
student demonstration and application of cognitive verbs as per subject specific Standards Rubrics,
feedback loops, reviewing and evaluating homework and bookwork, revision activities, one on one
conferencing etc.
- Reviewing and refining pedagogical practices informed by data to improve student outcomes.
Presenting
 State the lesson goals (WALT/SUCCESS CRITERIA)
 Present the new materials in small steps.
Model procedures
 Provide examples
 Use clear concise language
 Avoid digressions.
Guided Practice





Seek high frequency responses from students
Ensure high rates of success
Provide timely feedback, clues and prompts
Provide opportunities for students to practice.

Corrections and Feedback
 Continual assessment/feedback loop to assess where the ‘gaps’ are
 Revisiting concepts where necessary.
Independent Practice
 Monitor initial practice attempts
 Students continue to practice until skills are automatic.
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Strategic Curriculum Planning








Curriculum planning begins with the Annual Improvement Plan where specific targets are set. Each
learning area in the school develops a faculty plan to demonstrate how these global targets will be met
within the faculty. This planning involves setting very specific targets consisting of:
Precise Learning Area targets (% improvement) for each subject area within the faculty
Detailed strategies to achieve the improvement targets, including supporting teacher professional learning
Timelines to achieve the improvements
Resources (cost centre allocations) to support this development
A detailed Faculty Monitoring and Data Plan that explains when and how student performance will be
monitored, data reviewed and intervention measures applied to support continuous improvement.

Short term unit and lesson planning should be completed before the semester begins and should be saved in
G:\Coredata\Common\1 FACULTY DOCUMENTS.
Unit plans and term planners are the responsibility of all teachers delivering the specific unit. These documents
are due by Week 8 of the term preceding delivery to ensure all teachers are able to plan individual lessons and
contribute to resources with appropriate timing.
Lesson plans are expected to indicate how each class will meet the aims and objectives of the unit and how
monitoring and assessment will occur. It should acknowledge ‘OneSchool Student Summary Profile data’ to
enable appropriate adjustments to be made so as to ensure all students are able to access the curriculum and
maximise outcomes.
Informed Decision Making
Teachers have access to a broad variety of data to inform planning and pedagogy practices to cater to student
needs. Teachers are expected to access this to inform their future planning and assessment.
Heads of Department are to lead staff to support improved student achievement within the school Level of
Achievement Monitoring Framework (see over page).
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Academic
PolicySchool Wi

Faculty plans are supported by both long term and short term planning. Long term planning should include an
overview of the learning focus throughout the course and the assessment used to determine student
achievement. Long term planning should be kept in G:\Coredata\Common\1 FACULTY DOCUMENTS.

MONITORING PROCESSES, LEVEL OF ACHIEVEMENT AND DATA PLAN
Week
SFD
1-3 All

4-6
All

Term 1


Principal and Deputy Principals meet re LOA attainment and strategies. HoDs meet with Deputy Principals and HoDs meet with the Principal in Triads to discuss goals/strategies as directed.31.1.2020 final date to submit 3rd internal





assessment instrument for General Syllabuses and 3rd and 4th internal instruments for Essential English and Essential Mathematics via the QCAA portal.
Semester 2 data analysis from previous year: DPs/HoDs lead staff in review of NAPLAN/OneSchool data for individual classes to inform planning. Teachers populate/print/file theirstudent profiles.
HoDs: Set year reporting and cross checking/moderation buddy schedules, faculty meeting dates and assessment calendars. Generate or access digital markbooks and populate.
Teachers/HoDs generate new units, review/refine existing units, distribute unit overview to students for each subject and HoDs are to populate the Assessment Schedule.
















7-8 All

9-10
All
Week
1-2 All

3
All

6-8 All

9-11
All
Week
1-2 All

3-6 All

7-10 All

Week
1-4 All

5-8 All

9-10
All














































































Teachers: Access OneSchool Student Summary Profile data to review attendance, behaviour, NAPLAN, LOAs, students’ individual profile details to inform planning and intervention.
Teachers identify students at risk, inform HoDs and set goals with individual students and classes. HoDs are to inform DP of students at risk.
Teachers engage in behaviour processes. Principal, DPs and Deans commence ongoing monitoring of behaviour, attendance and achievement and liaise with stakeholders.
Teachers prepare, revise, deliver Units and explicitly teach: Reading & Writing Framework strategies, WOTD/Foci of the week, translating standards/cognitive verbs throughout the term.
HoDs are to ensure Applied subject Work Plan amendments are finalised and uploaded.
HoDs use half a faculty meeting once a term for a notebook checking session (2 note books each teacher) with staff. HoDs collate data and share findings at an SLT meeting in Triad groups
HoDs 2.3.2020 Final date to submit for second application for endorsement of assessments not endorsed.
Teachers undertake cross checking/moderation process and procedures as per the School Wide Curriculum Plan for each assessment task throughout the term. Teachers ensure:
-Class set of task responses including 5-7 specified samples are placed in folders and given to assigned cross marker who moderates, reviews, provides feedback and returns to the HoD in 1 week.
HoDs 2.3.2020 Final date to submit for second application for endorsement of assessments not endorsed.
Teachers undertake cross checking/moderation process and procedures as per the School Wide Curriculum Plan for each assessment task throughout the term. Teachers ensure:
-Class set of task responses including 5-7 specified samples are placed in folders and given to assigned cross marker who moderates, reviews, provides feedback and returns to the HoD in 1 week.
HoD moderates discrepancies. For each assessment throughout the term, teachers enter achievement data into digital and personal markbooks, update profiles on student folios and file
Teachers to inform HoDs of students at risk following assessment and discuss strategies. Teachers and HoDs to liaise with students and families to work towards targets as per the Faculty AIP.
Teachers record non-submission of drafts, assessment and exams for Years 11 and 12 students in OneSchool ‘Incident’ and refer to DP and HoD. Teachers liaise with families as required
Annual Performance Reviews commenced: Teachers liaise with HoDs, HoDs with DPs, DPs with the Principal. HoD moderates discrepancies. For each assessment throughout the term, teachers enter
achievement data into digital and personal markbooks, update profiles on student folios and file
Teachers to inform HoDs of students at risk following assessment and discuss strategies. Teachers and HoDs to liaise with students and families to work towards targets as per the Faculty AIP.
Teachers record non-submission of drafts, assessment and exams for Years 11 and 12 students in OneSchool ‘Incident’ and refer to DP and HoD. Teachers liaise with families as required.
Annual Performance Reviews commenced: Teachers liaise with HoDs, HoDs with DPs, DPs with the Principal.
HoDs: 16.3.2020 final date for endorsement decision for second application. HoDs: 20.3.2020 final date for provisional student results to be uploaded for confirmation.
Teachers to check goals with students, re-assess as needed and hold one on one conferencing with students to provide guidance for students to improve results.
DP (Operations) opens Interim reporting. Teachers liaise with families as required. Principal, Deputy Principals and HoDs to monitor QCE attainment.
HoDs: Assessment, Units/Term Planners (incl. identification of Reading and Writing Framework) for all subjects finalised.
Teachers enter LOAs in digital markbooks. Buddy teacher checks LOAs against OneSchool Reports. Teacher amends errors. DP checks. Reporting is finalised.
HoDs check Junior and Senior LOA achievement data/ladders in G:\Coredata\Common\1 FACULTY DOCUMENTS. Teachers update profiles on student folios and file.
DPs and HoDs to analyse OneSchool Reporting Assessment Results Whole School Summary, Statistics by Learning Area/Class, Achievement Summary by: Learning Area/Teacher/Roll Class.
Term 2
Principal and Deputy Principals meet re LOA attainment and strategies. HoDs meet with Deputy Principals and HoDs meet with the Principal in Triads to discuss goals/strategies as directed.
Teachers set/review goals with classes using achievement ladders, attendance, behaviour, LOA data and students’ individual profile information from OneSchool Student Summary Profile.
Teachers prepare, revise, deliver Units and explicitly teach: Reading & Writing Framework strategies, WOTD/Foci of the week, translating standards/cognitive verbs throughout the term.
Principal and DPs to analyse OneSchool Interim Reporting Student Assessment Summary by year level. Teachers engage in behaviour processes, Principal, DPs, Deans ensure ongoing monitoring.
Principal, DPs, HoDs analyse OneSchool Reporting Assessment Results Whole School Summary, Statistics by Learning Area/Class and Achievement Summary by Learning Area/Teacher/Roll Class by year level and HoDs individually meet
with staff and lead Faculty data review to inform planning. HoDs inform relevant DP of students at risk. HoDs are to populate the Assessment Schedule.
DPs forward ‘At risk of non-progression’, ‘At risk of Cancellation’ letters home in response to: unsatisfactory academic achievement, behaviour, effort and attendance.
HoDs use half a faculty meeting once a term for a notebook checking session (2 note books each teacher) with staff. HoDs collate data and share findings at an SLT meeting in Triad groups.
Teachers undertake cross checking/moderation process and procedures as per the School Wide Curriculum Plan for each assessment task throughout the term. Teachers ensure:
-Class set of task responses including 5-7 specified samples are placed in folders and given to assigned cross marker who moderates, reviews, provides feedback and returns to the HoD in 1 week.
HoD moderates discrepancies. Teachers enter achievement data into the digital and personal markbooks, update profiles on student folios and file as assessment occurs throughout the term.
Teachers to inform HoDs of students at risk following assessment and discuss strategies. Teachers and HoDs to liaise with students and families to work towards targets as per the Faculty AIP.
Teachers record non-submission of drafts, assessment and exams for Years 11 and 12 students in OneSchool ‘Incident’ and refer to DP and HoD. Teachers liaise with families as required.
HoDs: 14.8.2020 Endorsement final date to submit summative internal assessment instruments.
HoDs: 21.8.2020 Final date for provisional student results to be uploaded for confirmation.
Teachers to check goals with students, re-assess as needed and hold one on one conferencing with students to provide guidance for students to improve results
HoDs: Assessment, Units/Term Planners (incl. identification of Reading and Writing Framework) for all subjects finalised for Term 3.
DP (Operations) opens Semester reporting. Teachers liaise with families as required. Principal, Deputy Principals and HoDs to monitor QCE attainment.
Week 9 EXAM BLOCK Year 11. Teachers enter LOAs in digital markbooks. Buddy teacher checks LOAs against OneSchool Reports. Teacher amends errors. DP checks. Reporting finalised.
HoDs monitor QCE attainment, update Junior and Senior LOA achievement data/ladders in G:\Coredata\Common\1 FACULTY DOCUMENTS. Teachers update profiles on student folios and file.
DPs/HoDs monitor QCEs. Analyse OneSchool Reporting Assessment Results Whole School Summary,Statistics by Learning Area/Class,Achievement Summary by: Learning Area/Teacher/Roll Class
Term 3
Principal and Deputy Principals meet re LOA attainment and strategies. HoDs meet with Deputy Principals and HoDs meet with the Principal in Triads to discuss goals/strategies as directed.
Faculty discussions re: curriculum, assessment calendars, faculty meeting dates and priorities for the semester.
Teachers set/review goals with classes using achievement ladders, attendance, behaviour, LOA data and students’ individual profile information from OneSchool Student Summary Profile.
Teachers prepare, revise, deliver Units and explicitly teach: Reading & Writing Framework strategies, WOTD/Foci of the week, translating standards/cognitive verbs throughout the term.
Principal and DP to analyse OneSchool Interim Reporting Student Assessment Summary by year level. Teachers engage in behaviour processes, Principal, DPs, Deans ensure ongoing monitoring.
Principal, DPs, HoDs analyse OneSchool Reporting Assessment Results Whole School Summary, Statistics by Learning Area/Class and Achievement Summary by Learning Area/Teacher/Roll Class by year level and HoDs individually meet
with staff and lead Faculty data review to inform planning. HoDs inform relevant DP of students at risk. SET P processes commence.
DPs forward ‘At risk of non-progression’, ‘At risk of Cancellation’ letters home in response to: unsatisfactory academic achievement, behaviour, effort and attendance.
HoDs: 14.8.2020 Endorsement Final date to submit summative internal endorsement assessment instrument.
HoDs: 21.8.2020 Final date for provisional student results to be uploaded for confirmation.
Teachers undertake cross checking/moderation process and procedures as per the School Wide Curriculum Plan for each assessment task throughout the term. Teachers ensure:
-Class set of task responses including 5-7 specified samples are placed in folders and given to assigned cross marker who moderates, reviews, provides feedback and returns to the HoD in 1 week.
HoD moderates discrepancies. Teachers enter achievement data into the digital and personal markbooks, update profiles on student folios and file as assessment occurs throughout the term.
HoDs use half a faculty meeting once a term for a notebook checking session (2 note books each teacher) with staff. HoDs collate data and share findings at an SLT meeting in Triad groups.
Teachers to inform HoDs of students at risk following assessment and discuss strategies. Teachers and HoDs to liaise with students and families to work towards targets as per the Faculty AIP.
Teachers record non-submission of drafts, assessment and exams for Years 11 and 12 students in OneSchool ‘Incident’ and refer to DP and HoD. Teachers liaise with families as required.
Teachers to check goals with students, re-assess as needed and hold one on one conferencing with students to provide guidance for students to improve results.
HoDs: 11.9.2020 Endorsement: Final date to submit for second application for endorsement of assessments not endorsed.
Teachers enter LOAs in digital markbooks. Buddy teacher checks LOAs against OneSchool Reports. Teacher amends errors. DP checks. Reporting finalised.
Week 8: HoDs: Assessment, Units/Term Planners including identification of Reading and Writing Framework, for all subjects finalised for Term 4. DP (Operations) opens Semester reporting.
Week 8 EXAM BLOCK Year 11. Principal, Deputy Principals and HoDs to monitor QCE attainment.
HoDs update Junior and Senior LOA achievement data in G:\Coredata\Common\1 FACULTY DOCUMENTS. Teachers update profiles on student folios and file. DPs/HoDs monitor QCEs.
Term 4
Principal and Deputy Principals meet re LOA attainment and strategies. HoDs meet with Deputy Principals and HoDs meet with the Principal in Triads to discuss goals/strategies as directed.
HoDs: 9.10.2020 Endorsement - Final date for endorsement decision for second application.
Teachers set goals with classes using achievement ladders, attendance, behaviour, LOA data and students’ individual profile information from OneSchool Student Summary Profile.
Teachers prepare, revise, deliver Units and explicitly teach: Reading & Writing Framework strategies, WOTD/Foci of the week, translating standards/cognitive verbs throughout the term.
Week 4 YEAR 12 EXTERNAL EXAMS commence 26.10.2020 and conclude 17.11.2020
Teachers undertake cross checking/moderation process and procedures as per the School Wide Curriculum Plan for each assessment task throughout the term. Teachers ensure:
-Class set of task responses including 5-7 specified samples are placed in folders and given to assigned cross marker who moderates, reviews, provides feedback and returns to the HoD in 1 week.
HoD moderates discrepancies. Teachers enter achievement data into the digital and personal markbooks, update profiles on student folios and file as assessment occurs throughout the term.
Teachers record non-submission of drafts, assessment and exams for Years 11 and 12 students in OneSchool ‘Incident’ and refer to DP and HoD. Teachers liaise with families as required.
HoDs to inform relevant DP of students at risk. HoDs are to populate the Assessment Schedule.
Teachers to check goals with students, re-assess as needed and hold one on one conferencing with students to provide guidance for students to improve results.
Principal and DP to vet Senior Subject Selections from SETPs. Principal, Deputy Principals and HoDs to monitor QCE attainment.
HoDs undertake Verification negotiations and teachers to feedback to students regarding any movement in rung positions.
Teachers to inform HoDs of students at risk following assessment and discuss strategies. Teachers and HoDs to liaise with students and families to work towards targets as per the Faculty AIP.
Teachers record non-submission of drafts, assessment and exams for Years 11 and 12 students in OneSchool ‘Incident’ and refer to DP and HoD..
Principal, Deputy Principals and HoDs to monitor QCE attainment. Teachers engage in behaviour processes, Principal, DPs, Deans ensure ongoing monitoring.
HoDs use half a faculty meeting once a term for a notebook checking session (2 note books each teacher) with staff. HoDs collate data and share findings at an SLT meeting in Triad groups.
Week 8 EXAM BLOCK Years 11. Teachers enter achievement data in G:\Coredata\Common\1 FACULTY DOCUMENTS and HODs check updated Years 11 & 12 LOA achievement data/ladders.
DP (Operations) opens Semester reporting. DPs: ‘Non-Progression’ and ‘Cancellation of Enrolment’ letters sent. Interviews organised and completed.
HoDs: Assessment, Units/Term Planners (incl. identification of Reading and Writing Framework) for all subjects finalised
Teachers enter LOAs in digital markbooks. Buddy checks LOAs against OneSchool Reports. Teacher amends errors. DP checks. Reporting finalised. Teachers liaise with families as required.
HoDs update Junior and Senior LOA achievement data/ladders in G:\Coredata\Common\1 FACULTY DOCUMENTS. Teachers update profiles on student folios and file. HoDs check.HoDs lead teachers in faculty planning for the following
year.
Principal and DPs to analyse OneSchool Interim Reporting Student Assessment Summary by year level.
DPs/HoDs to analyse OneSchool Reporting Assessment Results Whole School Summary, Statistics by Learning Area/Class, Achievement Summary by: Learning Area/Teacher/Roll Class.
Junior Secondary HoD and DPs to use assessment, behaviour, effort and attendance data to re-structure Academic Excellence, Extension and core classes.
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Assessment
Roles and Responsibilities
School:
 Publish an assessment calendar containing genres/VET elements and week due by week 2 of each term.
 Provide students with an assessment task and standards criteria for all assessment instruments for
assessing in sufficient time to enable students to produce quality work.
 Provide students with a term planner in Week 1 of each term to notify students of the curriculum focus /
audit / draft and final due dates.
 Provide feedback to students on draft and the final assessment in a timely manner.
 Enact cross checking/moderation processes as specified within this policy to ensure that ensure a
consistency of standards is maintained in the marking of all assessment tasks.
 Ensure that students are fully aware of the syllabus marking guides and standards for each task and that
the necessary skills required to complete the task have been covered in the unit (i.e. assessment is
aligned to outcomes and pedagogy).
 Gather evidence of student work throughout the term (e.g. drafts, class work, rehearsal notes,
photographs of student work and teacher observations).
 Developmental progress against stated criteria must be documented by the teacher in their personal
markbook as well as the faculty’s digital markbook.
 Inform senior students, parents/carers in a timely manner, of incomplete summative assessment which
will mean that the student will not meet requirements for a subject or course result. (QCAA QCE-QCIA
Handbook (8.5.1)).
Student:







Ensure collection of the assessment calendar and term planners and include dates in the student diary.
Ensure all assessment tasks submitted are the original work of the student.
Use the appropriate referencing.
Use in-class time effectively to begin assessment tasks and to receive feedback on drafts.
Present a rough draft to teachers for each assignment by 3.00 p.m. on the audit / draft due date.
Submit assignments before the due date or by 3.00 p.m. on the due date to their teacher wherever
possible.
 If needed, obtain a ‘Request for Extension’ form for assignments prior to the due date and submit to the
relevant Head of Department providing support documentation. For this to be granted, the student must
submit a medical certificate to the Attendance Officer or provide evidence of extenuating circumstances
as described in ‘EXTENSIONS Special Circumstances’ to the relevant Head of Department.
 Students are expected to plan ahead for assessment tasks. Excursions, camps, sporting activities
etcetera are not legitimate reasons for applying for extensions.
 Students of Years 7 to 12 are to obtain a medical certificate if absent on the assessment date or day of
an exam (Years 11 and 12 must refer to and comply the AARA processes and use the appropriate forms
for medical reports/certificates), or where extenuating circumstances as described in ‘EXTENSIONS
Special Circumstances’ exist, parental contact with the school is required. The student is to provide this
documentation to the Attendance Officer and report to the Head of Department of the relevant subject/s
on the first day of return to the school to submit an assignment or to gain authorisation for assessment to
be undertaken at the first available opportunity. No opportunity for resitting external examinations exists.
Parents/Caregivers:
 A copy of the assessment calendar and planners will come home with your student during week 2 of
each term. Parents/caregivers use this to assist their students to transfer the information to their student
diary. Ensure students submit all drafts and final assessment tasks by the due date.
 Inform the appropriate school staff of any difficulties relating to the completion of assessment items and
provide documentary evidence when necessary.
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Assessment Schedule
The total assessment load for students must be at a reasonable level and balanced across subject areas. The
Deputy Principal will monitor this assessment load. Each faculty will produce a unit and associated term planner
for each class/subject/VET elements. The term planner will incorporate assessment requirements or due date for
VET elements as well as student work to be covered in class and for homework. Students are to secure the term
planner into the front of their notebooks/folders. Heads of Department will monitor term planners and faculty
assessment schedules and submit details to the Deputy Principal monitoring the assessment load. Where an
exam is set, submission of assignments must not fall within a week before or after the 'Block Exam' or
‘External Exam’ period.
Assessment Types:
 Assignments
 VET elements e.g. workbooks, exams, journals, observation sheets, etc.
 Practicals e.g. experiments, physical activities and/or demonstrations, jobs, projects
 Performances e.g. drama, dance, music
 Tests/Exams.
Definitions:
The term "assignment" refers to a piece of assessment that requires a minimum of 2 weeks to complete e.g.
 Researched assignments, projects, essays, reports, reviews
 Oral assessment such as speeches, symposiums, role plays, mock interviews.

Assignment Guidelines
Setting of Assignments:
 Assignments or projects must be justifiable on the grounds that they are the most effective means of
developing or assessing the skills or knowledge required.
 Assignments must be suitable to the developmental level of the students, including their language
development, and have options that cater for different students' abilities.
Assignment Conditions:
 Adequate resources for the completion of assignments must be available inside the school
(Teachers/HODs should consult with the Library Teacher Aide prior to setting research topics);
 The processes required in the development and successful completion of the assignment must be taught
and reinforced.
 Conditions for AARA eligible students must be applied.
 There must be sufficient time allowed for planning, research, writing, rewriting and final presentation;
 Sufficient in-class time under teacher supervision must be allocated to allow the majority of students an
opportunity to attain at least a Sound level of achievement and to enable teachers to be able to verify the
authorship of student work;
 Provision must be made for the teachers' monitoring of students' progress;
 Students working from IEPs or ILPs, or students with learning difficulties, may need to access specialist
teacher support. This may be achieved in class or during Learning Support lessons after consultation
with the Special Needs Support Staff;
 An explanation about what constitutes plagiarism should be given to students;
 The importance of due dates and course completion must be emphasised.
Assignment Format:
Most written assignments should be submitted using the following format and be stapled or attached in a secure
way (requirements will vary across faculties):
 Assignment cover sheet/student’s receipt (student name, teacher name, student signature, submission
date)
 Task sheet
 Criteria sheet
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 Subject specific planning format
 Student assignment
 Drafts.

Task Sheet/Criteria Sheet Information
Students must receive written advice that details the precise requirements for each assessment item:
 Subject
 Instrument Number
 Name of student and teacher
 Technique
 Unit
 Topic
 Aspect of Topic
 Assessment Objectives
 Criterion/criteria/dimension being assessed
 Instrument Specific Marking Guide (ISMG) (where applicable)
 Conditions of assessment e.g. time, mode, length, individual/group, open book, no teacher input,
stimulus specifications, etcetera
 Due date
 Instructions
 Task description
 Resource list/technology access required
 Requirement for 'Signature of authenticity'
 Font (Times New Roman or Arial, Size 12)
 Special conditions
 VET requirements
 The following statement should appear on the Task sheet:

It is the student's responsibility to submit assessment on or before the due date to ensure course
completion and the awarding of a level of achievement.

Monitoring Of Assignments
Regular monitoring of assignment progress is essential to provide students with quality feedback during the
planning/drafting and editing stages. Contact should be made with parents via email, letter or phone if students
fail to present sufficient work by 3.00 p.m. on the draft date.
Teachers need to use a clear procedure that shows evidence of monitoring student assignment work prior to the
due date. NB: Students need to know that draft work is important:




it provides constructive feedback to the student and assists in the completion of the assignment
draft results can be used to formulate a rating against the stated criteria when assignments are submitted
after the due date.
Developmental progress against stated criteria must be documented by the teacher in their personal
markbook as well as the faculty’s digital markbook.

Preparation of Students




The topic and requirements must be fully discussed with the students. Expectations of assessment
instruments and due dates should be made clear to students and their parents/carers.
Where possible, students should be shown exemplars of successful responses.
If the assessment instrument is summative, students should have been provided with previous
opportunities to develop the skills required for this criterion. This may be part exercises completed in
class with teacher guidance, that when put together develop into a ‘whole’.
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Submission
Years 7 – 12:













Assessment/VET elements must be completed by 3 p.m. on the scheduled day or beforehand.
Assessment submitted must contain sufficient work/evidence to be assessed against minimum criteria for
an E standard; i.e. it must consist of more than a title page and/or piece of paper containing the student’s
name.
Drafts for written assignments must be submitted to the class teacher by 3.00 p.m. on the due date
Written assignments must be submitted to the class teacher by 3.00 p.m. on the due date or beforehand.
Teachers will provide feedback on drafts received by the due time and date.
Teachers are to provide each student with a receipt when the assignment is received. It is the student’s
responsibility to produce this receipt upon request.
If the class teacher is absent, assignments are to be submitted to the relevant Head of Department who
will issue receipts.
In cases where students do not have a medical certificate or evidence of extenuating circumstances and
do not submit a response to an assessment instrument by 3.00 p.m. on the due date, judgments will be
made using evidence available on or before the due date (e.g. drafts, class work, rehearsal notes,
photographs of student work and teacher observations). In this instance, a rating will be awarded through
matching this evidence to the assessment instrument and standards associated with the relevant criteria
Every effort is to be made to ensure the assignment is submitted on time; e.g. a friend or relative may
deliver the assignment on the student’s behalf or it may be emailed.
Students who have left their assignment at home are to arrange with the Administration to have a family
member deliver it to the school and collect a receipt from the Office staff.

Non-Submission
Years 7-12:










Students who fail to submit a draft assessment/VET elements by 3.00 p.m. on the due date after contact
with parents are to be referred to the relevant Head of Department.
Students are to complete the draft assessment during lunch or after school detentions. This must be
submitted to the relevant teacher and may be used as evidence of student work.
Students who do not complete assessment/VET elements including written, oral and practical tasks as
required by their course by the due date must complete the assessment on the first available opportunity
provided that they have a medical certificate or they have provided evidence of extenuating
circumstances as described in ‘EXTENSIONS Special Circumstances’. Medical Certificates are to be
submitted to the Attendance Officer and other documents must be given to the relevant Head of
Department who will determine whether the extension will be granted. A ‘Request for Extension’ form
with relevant documentation (see below) is to be completed as part of this process. Teachers should
record the granting of extensions when entering the result on the student profile with an EXT beside the
result.
Students who do not provide required documentation as described in ‘EXTENSIONS Special
Circumstances’ for a scheduled assessment may not be awarded semester credit for that subject as
recorded on semester reports and QCE certification.
Students in the post-compulsory phase of education who persistently fail to meet the requirements of this
School Wide Curriculum Plan may be subject to the Cancellation of Enrolment Process.
Assessment submitted needs to meet a minimum standard as set out in the criteria sheet. Where work
does not meet this minimum E standard, it may not be credited to course completion.
Assessment will not be accepted after the due date unless an Extension has been granted by the
relevant Head of Department. In cases where students do not submit a response to an assessment
instrument by 3.00 p.m. on the due date, judgments will be made using evidence available on or before
the due date (e.g. drafts, class work, rehearsal notes, photographs of student work and teacher
observations). In this instance, a rating will be awarded through matching this evidence to the
assessment instrument and standards associated with the relevant criteria.
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Extensions
An extension of time may be granted by the Head of Department.
A ‘Request for Extension’ form is available from the Head of Department or the Administration office must be
completed and signed by a parent/guardian before an extension will be considered. The Deputy Principal must
be approached if the Head of Department is absent. An Extension will be granted by the Head of Department,
Guidance Officer, Deputy Principal, or Principal under the following circumstances:
Special Circumstance
Extended illness

Documentation
Medical certificate

Illness on the due date

Medical certificate

Bereavement

Parental communication

Representation in a regional or state competition

Parental communication

Advice from Guidance Officer on other circumstances

Parental communication

A student who requests frequent extensions, irrespective of whether a medical certificate is provided,
will have the matter referred to the Deputy Principal.
Lost Assignment
 Students who have lost an assignment must discuss the matter with the relevant Head of Department as
soon as possible.
 The student must produce proof of the assignment by presenting rough notes, the draft copy and
evidence of teacher comments on auditing dates.
 An extension may be granted at the discretion of the relevant Head of Department using the ‘Request
for Extension Form’.
Student Absent On Assessment Day
Students must make every effort to submit assessment/VET elements on the day of absence or beforehand.
 To negotiate a date for assessment completion, if this is not possible, the student must submit a medical
certificate to the Attendance Officer or evidence of extenuating circumstances as described in
‘EXTENSIONS Special Circumstances’ to the relevant Head of Department on the day of their return to
school – not the next lesson.
 In this instance, the Head of Department will determine whether the documentation accords with the
school policies and if affirmed, the student will submit their assignment or if an exam or practical
assessment, undertake the latter form of assessment at the first available opportunity. The assessment
will be graded and credited towards the course.
 Students absent on an excursion on the day an assignment is due should submit the assignment to the
subject teacher prior to departure.
 Judgements for students who are absent on the day of a test/oral/practical without documentation will be
derived from evidence available on or before the due date (e.g. drafts, class work, rehearsal notes,
photographs of student work and teacher observations). In this instance, a rating will be awarded through
matching this evidence to the assessment instrument and associated criteria.
 There is no opportunity for Year 12 students to re-sit an external examination.
Group Work
 The group presentation will occur and be assessed on the due date regardless of student absences.
 Students who are legitimately absent from group presentations must notify the subject teacher before
9.00am on the due date. An extension will be granted if relevant documentation is provided on the
student's return to school (see Extensions).
 The student must negotiate a new performance time (to be scheduled within one week of the student's
return to school) with the other group members and the class teacher.
 Group members who are required to perform their item twice due to forced negotiation will be awarded
the 'best' result of their two presentations.
Technology Use
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If the assignment cannot be printed, it may be emailed to the Head of Department by 3.00pm on the due date. If
computer failure prevents the submission of an assignment, the student must notify the subject teacher
immediately. The student must complete a 'Request for Extension' form with the teacher and provide evidence
of the auditing of student progress to the Head of Department.
The student must:
 submit draft copies to the class teacher by 3.00 p.m. on the due date
 submit a 'Request for extension' form to Head of Department
 negotiate a new submission date with the Head of Department
 if computer problems continue to exist, a hand-written version should be submitted by the new
submission date.
Failure to do so will result in the assignment being treated as a non-submission.
Academic Dishonesty
Definition
Academic dishonesty is a serious breach of Browns Plains State High School’s School Wide Curriculum Plan
and includes both cheating and plagiarism. Cheating involves situations where students gain an unfair
advantage during a testing situation. Cheating may include, but is not limited to, the following offences:
 copying work from another student or allowing your work to be copied
 taking unauthorised notes into a test or exam
 gaining, distributing or using a copy of an exam prior to the exam date
 sharing details of questions on an exam with other students
 the use of ICT devices to access information without permission.
Plagiarism is the copying of material without appropriate sourcing or citation. It involves:
 copying of the work of others in whole, or in part, without due acknowledgement
 the use of material which has changed in a minor way
 sources of plagiarism include texts, reference books, internet, other students' work.
Consequences of Academic Dishonesty
Academic dishonesty encompasses both plagiarism and cheating. Academic dishonesty is considered a high
level breach of school rules and may attract the following consequences:
 The section of work that is proven to be a result of cheating or plagiarism will not be marked. Remaining
sections of work will be used to determine a result.
 In cases where the entire work is proven a result of cheating or plagiarism, judgments will be made using
evidence available on or before the due date (e.g. drafts, class work, rehearsal notes, photographs of
student work and teacher observations). In this instance, a rating will be awarded through matching this
evidence to the assessment instrument and associated criteria.
 If a student is suspected of cheating during an exam/test, the work completed should be removed
immediately and annotated with time and details. A new paper should be issued so the student can
complete the remainder of the paper with integrity.
 In all cases:
o Students and parents will be required to meet with the relevant Head of Department and the Deputy
Principal.
o Consequences may include disciplinary action depending on the severity of the cheating or
plagiarism.
Special Provisions
There can be no exemption from meeting any of the substantive requirements of the QCAA Senior syllabus.
Special provisions may be applied if you have any of the following specific educational needs:
 Completed AARA documentation
 have a learning disability
 are from a non-English speaking background
 are of Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander backgrounds
 are a migrant or refugee
 are from rural and remote locations
 are in low socioeconomic circumstances
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 have a physical disability
 have an emotional impairment.
Special provisions can be allocated either by the school (under QCAA guidelines). Special Consideration of
Educational Disadvantage can be allocated by QTAC.
Special provisions may involve:
 granting exemption from non-substantive, non-mandatory subject requirements when there is sufficient
alternative information available to make a judgment about an exit level of achievement
 providing special arrangements so as to vary the conditions under which assessment occurs.
Students with special needs should have:
 their case reviewed individually
 equal opportunity to demonstrate their knowledge and skills
 the syllabus criteria and standards applied in the same way as to all students
 any barriers removed in order to ensure equal opportunity
 arrangements made to assist in the demonstration of their knowledge and skills
 early access to any support required.
Special arrangements may involve:
 alternative teaching approaches and learning experiences
 individualised assessment plans
 the use of specialised equipment e.g. computer
 the provision of a reader or writer (physical impairment)
 assistance with the interpretation and comprehension of assessment items for student with language
difficulties, providing this assistance occurs for assessment items which are not designed to assess
these language skills
 additional time
 the re-scheduling of assessment.
(QCAA Policy Statement on Late and Non-submission of Student Responses to Assessment Instruments in
Authority and Authority-registered Subjects – July 2015).
In order for students to be fairly considered, a 'Request for Special Provisions' form should be submitted
through the Guidance Officer who will assess each application and notify relevant staff of specific assessment
requirements.
See 'Senior Schooling Student Information Book' for full details of the Special Provisions Process.
Suspensions
 Students on internal withdrawal are to complete the assessment whilst in the Behaviour Support Room.
 If suspended, students must deliver assessment to the office by the due date and obtain a receipt.
 Students who are absent for examinations due to suspension will negotiate a new date to complete the
task.
Appeals
 In the first instance, students should speak with the relevant teacher and informally ask for a review of
the result.
 Should this not resolve the matter, the student should speak with the Head of Department for this
subject.
 Should this not resolve the matter, the student should put their complaint in writing to the year level
Deputy Principal. All written complaints will be acknowledged in writing and the student will be advised
how long it will take to investigate the matter.
 Should this still not resolve the issue, the year level Deputy Principal will forward the complaint to the
Principal, who shall acknowledge in writing that the complaint has been received and will also inform the
student how long it will take to investigate the matter. The student will receive written advice of the
outcome.
 For VET subjects only – should the student still not be happy with the decision, they are able to contact
the Department of Education (DoE) for advice.
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Extension
BROWNS PLAINS STATE HIGH SCHOOL
REQUEST FOR ASSIGNMENT EXTENSION FORM

BROWNS PLAINS STATE HIGH SCHOOL
Request for Special Provisions (Years 7 to 12)

The following form must be completed by parents and presented to the Head of
Department PRIOR to the due date. (The completion of this form does not automatically
grant an extension)
STUDENT NAME:…………………………………………………..YEAR LEVEL:………………………….
SUBJECT:……………………………………………………………….
ASSESSMENT TOPTIC:…………………………………………..
DUE DATE:……………………………………………………………
TEACHER:…………………………………………………………….
REASON FOR REQUEST
(to be completed by parent/guardian)
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

………………………………………………………………………………………………………….,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,
……………………………………….
…………………………
Parent Signature
Date
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
SCHOOL USE ONLY
Extension granted

YES

Extended date: …………………………………
HOD Signature: ………………………………...

NO

Date: ……………………..

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

TO BE RETURNED TO STUDENT
NAME: ………………………………………………………………………………………………
SUBJECT: ………………………………………………….
Your request for an extension to the due date for your assignment has/has not been granted.

Dissemination: Guidance Officer / HoD / Subject Teacher
Feedback: Subject / HoD / Student Services Administrator / Guidance Officer
SECTION A: STUDENT REQUEST
Student’s Name: ……………………………………………………………………………Circle if appropriate: ESL SEP …………………………….
SUBJEC
CURRENT
T
HoD
TEACHER
RATING (if
known)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
BASIS FOR SPECIAL PROVISIONS

Disability and health
_______________________________________________________________________

Compassionate and other circumstances
_______________________________________________________________________

Social or general circumstances related to equality of opportunity
___________________________________________________________________
Scope of Special Provisions
This application seeks special consideration from this date ……………………………… for

All subjects

Those subjects marked with an asterisk (*)

The following particular need:
Impact

All Year

Semester One 20…

Semester Two 20…
Year Level 7 8 9 10 11 12

Semester Three 20
(Please circle appropriate year level)

Semester Four 20…
Supporting Documentation

Documentation is attached

Documentation has already been distributed to Heads of Department

No documentation available at this stage.
Please contact………………………………………………………………………………………….for further details.
Clarification
Further clarification should be sought from the

Guidance Officer

Student
Issued by: ……………………………………………………………………………….……. Date:……………………………………………
(Guidance Officer)

If granted, the new date for submission is: ………………………………………………………
HOD Signature: ………………………………………………..
Date………………………………………

BROWNS PLAINS STATE HIGH SCHOOL
Request for Special Provisions (Years 7 to 12)
Dissemination: Guidance Officer / HoD / Subject Teacher
Feedback: Subject / HoD / Student Services Administrator / Guidance Officer
SECTION A: STUDENT REQUEST
Student’s Name: ……………………………………………………………………………Circle if appropriate: ESL SEP …………………………….
SUBJECT

HoD

TEACHER

CURRENT RATING (if
known)

BASIS FOR SPECIAL PROVISIONS




Disability and health
________________________________________________________________________________________
Compassionate and other circumstances
________________________________________________________________________________________
Social or general circumstances related to equality of opportunity
________________________________________________________________________________________

Scope of Special Provisions
This application seeks special consideration from this date ……………………………… for




All subjects
Those subjects marked with an asterisk (*)
The following particular need:







All Year
Semester One 20…
Semester Two 20…
Semester Three 20…
Semester Four 20…

Impact

Year Level 7 8 9 10 11 12
(Please circle appropriate year level)

Supporting Documentation




Documentation is attached
Documentation has already been distributed to Heads of Department
No documentation available at this stage.
Please contact………………………………………………………………………………………….for further details.

Clarification
Further clarification should be sought from the



Guidance Officer
Student

Issued by: ……………………………………………………………………………….……. (Guidance officer)
Date:……………………………………………
Dissemination: Guidance Officer / HoD / Subject Teacher
Feedback: Subject / HoD / Student Services Administrator / Guidance Officer
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SECTION A: STUDENT REQUEST
Student’s Name: ……………………………………………………………………………Circle if
appropriate: ESL SEP …………………………….
SUBJECT

HoD

TEACHER

CURRENT RATING

Letter 1 – Draft Non-Submit

(Date)
Dear Parent/Caregiver
Student Name has not submitted satisfactory evidence for the required draft of the Name of Unit Assignment. The draft for this
assessment was due by 3.00 p.m. on Insert Date.
Assignment: Name of Unit
Draft Date: Insert Date
Due Date: Insert Date
As per our School Wide Curriculum Plan, assignments must be presented by 3.00 p.m. on the due date whether completed in full or not. On
the due date, students will hand in any work completed work at the start of the lesson they have insert subject. Students who fail to submit
their completed assignments by 3.00 p.m. on the due date will be graded on their draft. The drafting process provides students with a vital
opportunity to receive feedback on their work and ensure they have addressed the topic correctly. Any further drafting must be submitted to
the teacher by Insert Date.
The final date for the official submission of this assessment is 3.00 p.m. on Insert Date. Where there are extenuating circumstances that
prevent a student from submitting the assignment by the due date, the student should seek an extension through the relevant Head of
Department before the due date. However, this will only be granted if sufficient reason exists. If a student is absent on the day assessment
is due, a medical certificate must be submitted to the Attendance Officer or valid evidence described in the School Wide Curriculum Plan;
EXTENSIONS, Special Circumstances should be submitted to the relevant Head of Department for consideration. Should a student fail to
submit their assessment response, judgments will be made using evidence available on or before the due date (e.g. drafts, class work,
rehearsal notes, photographs of work and teacher observations). A rating will be awarded through matching this evidence to the
assessment instrument and associated criteria.
Please note, non-attendance or failure to complete assessment is grounds for cancelling enrolment if a student is more than the age of
compulsory attendance.
We look forward to your assistance in helping your student achieve success and can be contacted on 3802 6222 if you have any further
queries.
Yours faithfully

Teacher Name
Subject
Ivor Street
PO Box 366
Browns Plains Qld 4118
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Head of Department Name
Subject Area

Principal Name
Principal
Telephone 3802 6222
Fax 3802 6200

Letter 2 – Assignment Non-Submit

(Date)
Dear Parent/Caregiver
Student Name has not submitted their Name of Unit Assignment which was due Insert Date.
Assignment: Name of Unit
Due Date: Insert Date
As per our Assessment Policy assignments must be presented by the due date whether completed or not. Students who fail to submit their
completed assignments by the due date will be assessed on work completed on or before the due date (e.g. drafts, class work, rehearsal
notes, photographs of work and teacher observations). In this instance, a rating will be awarded through matching this evidence to the
assessment instrument and associated criteria.
We are aware that there are extenuating circumstances that prevent a student from submitting the assignment by the due date and in that
case, policy dictates that the student should seek an extension or Special Provision through the Head of Department. However, this will only
be granted if sufficient reason with supporting evidence such as a medical certificate or a valid reason as described in ‘Special
Circumstances’ as per the School Wide Curriculum Plan exists. According to our records, your student did not request an extension from the
Head of Department and did not submit a medical certificate to the Attendance Officer.
If insufficient work was presented by the due date and students are graded on evidence described above, this may result in your student
becoming OP ineligible or affect their ability to achieve their Queensland Certificate of Education. In addition to this, non-attendance or
failure to complete assessment is grounds for cancelling enrolment.
I look forward to your assistance in helping your student achieve success and can be contacted on 3802 6222 if you have any further
queries.
Yours faithfully

Teacher Name
Subject
Ivor Street
PO Box 366
Browns Plains Qld 4118
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Head of Department Name
Subject Area

Principal Name
Principal
Telephone 3802 6222
Fax 3802 6200

Letter 3 – Exam Non-Valid Reason

(Date)
Dear Parent/Caregiver
Student Name was absent on, Date, when the Name of Unit Exam was scheduled.
Test: Name of Unit
Test Date: Insert Date
As per our Assessment Policy, exams will be completed on the first day a student returns to school after their absence providing that
documentation providing evidence of a valid reason for their evidence as per our assessment policy is provided to the Head of Department
or that a medical certificate has been submitted to the Attendance Officer. Without evidence supporting their absence, in the form of a
medical certificate, documentation or communication from parents/carers that provides evidence of exceptional circumstances, judgments
will be made using evidence available on or before the due date (e.g. drafts, class work, rehearsal notes, photographs or work and teacher
observation).
We are aware that there are extenuating circumstances that prevent a student from sitting a test on the scheduled date however, policy
dictates that the student should seek an extension or Special Provision through the Head of Department, which will only be granted if
sufficient reason with supporting evidence exists. According to our records, your student did not request an extension from the Head of
Department.
The grade awarded may result in your student becoming OP ineligible or affect their ability to achieve their Queensland Certificate of
Education. In addition to this, non-attendance or failure to complete assessment is grounds for cancelling enrolment.
I look forward to your assistance in helping your student achieve success and can be contacted on 3802 6222 if you have any further
queries.
Yours faithfully

Teacher Name
Subject
Ivor Street
PO Box 366
Browns Plains Qld 4118
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Head of Department Name
Subject Area

Principal Name
Principal
Telephone 3802 6222
Fax 3802 6200

Moderation of Assessment
Whole School Cross Checking/Moderation Process
Regular monitoring of assessment is an essential component of the assessment and reporting cycle. It provides
staff with the opportunity to receive feedback on awarding levels of achievement which match the evidence to
the assessment instrument and associated criteria in each subject, for each piece of assessment, as well as
ensuring the results awarded to student work is consistent across a cohort.
The process outlined below is the minimum moderation requirement expected for all assessment instruments
within each subject and class. The expectations for moderation of Senior (Year 12) assessment instruments may
extend beyond the process outlined below. If this is to occur, it will be communicated by the Head of Department
prior to the period of moderation.















Mark all student responses.
Complete the top section of the ‘Moderation Folder Record’ with required information.
Select between 5-7 samples of student work. Student samples should include:
o the top student in the class (regardless of achievement level attained);
o the student who is placed closest to the threshold of each level (e.g. A-, B+, B-,C+, C-, etc.).
o the remainder to be made up of mid-range samples (e.g. A, B, C, D);
o Other responses beyond the 7 samples that teachers wish to have reviewed (to be moderated by the
HOD or buddy through negotiation).
Write the names of the requested 5-7 samples in the spaces provided on the ‘Moderation Folder
Record’.
Clip the requested 5-7 samples together and place these on the top of the student responses; clip
together and place beneath this first bundle any extra samples that teachers wish to be moderated; place
all remaining class responses (marked) at the back of the moderation folder.
Print a current OneSchool class list and place inside the folder on top of the task responses.
Give the moderation folder to the assigned moderation buddy (HOD will advise who this is).
Moderators are to check over the levels of achievement awarded. If the moderator thinks there are
changes required, these are to be indicated on the criteria sheet in pencil and explained in the space
provided on the ‘Moderation Folder Record’. This process should adhere to a 1 week turn around.
The moderation folder with all student work is returned to the HOD.
Where disagreements arise, the final result is determined by the HOD. Once complete, the moderation
folder is returned to the class teacher.

CROSS CHECKING/MODERATION FOLDER RECORD
FACULTY:…………………………………………………………………. SUBJECT:…………………………………….
TEACHER:………………………………………………………………….. CLASS:………………………………………
MODERATOR:……………………………………………………………… TASK:……………………………………….
STUDENT NAME

SECOND
RESULT

FINAL
RESULT

FEEDBACK

FACULTY: ______________________________________________

SUBJECT: _________________________

TEACHER: ______________________________________________

CLASS: ___________________________

MODERATOR: ___________________________________________

TASK: ____________________________

STUDENT NAME
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INITIAL
RESULT

INITIAL
RESULT

SECOND
RESULT

FINAL
RESULT

FEEDBACK

Academic Policy

The moderation process requires all teachers for each piece of assessment to:

Reporting
Assigning Grades
Level of Achievement
Evidence in a student’s work typically demonstrates a very high level of knowledge and
A
understanding of concepts, facts and procedures, and application of processes.
Evidence in a student’s work typically demonstrates a high level of knowledge and
B
understanding
of concepts, facts and procedures, and application of processes.
Evidence in a student’s work typically demonstrates a sound level of knowledge and
C
understanding of concepts, facts and procedures, and application of processes.
Evidence in a student’s work typically demonstrates a limited level of knowledge and
D
understanding of concepts, facts and procedures, and application of processes.
Evidence in a student’s work typically demonstrates a very limited knowledge and
E
understanding
of concepts, facts and procedures, and application of processes.
Insufficient evidence to make a judgment.
N ratings must be approved by the relevant year level
N

Deputy Principal. This rating may only be used under the
following circumstances:
 Extended approved period of illness or family circumstances
 Insufficient evidence of achievement available due to late transfer into the
school/subject
Competency Achieved
Working Towards Competency
Competency Not Achieved

CA
WTC
CNA
Effort and Behaviour
Excellent
A
B
C

Very good
Satisfactory
Needs attention

D
Unacceptable
E
Homework
 Always Completed
 Usually Completed
 Sometimes Completed
 Rarely Completed
Parent Interview Request
Interview Recommended
Interview Requested
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Effort Indicators:
Preparedness:
 brings materials and
equipment to class
Industry:
 application to class activities
 product
ivity
Assessment:
 use of draft process for
monitoring
 completion of assessment tasks

Behaviour Indicators:
 Punctuality
 Responsivene
ss to teacher
directions

Reporting Timelines
Reporting timelines should be allocated as follows:
Reporting opens
Reporting closed for teachers
Admin to print draft reports
Final reports

2 Weeks for teachers to enter their results and proofread
Reporting buddy to check against Faculty digital markbook for
errors and teachers to make corrections
Nominated date as per the Calendar
1 Day to follow up with staff with incomplete reports
DPs to proofread reports and teachers make corrections
Administration staff to prepare for emailing

Reporting Checklist
Reports will not be accepted by your Head of Department if the following stages have not been signed
off. Teachers need to ensure their organisation of time around assessment and reporting allows sufficient time
for proofreading and corrections as follows:
Classroom teacher
Please ensure you complete each of the following steps:
 BEFORE REPORTING check your class lists and report any anomalies (incorrect/missing students and
alert relevant staff member)
 Advise Head of Department of any potential N ratings; DP will confirm if valid
 Run a report to see if there are any missing entries, complete where needed
 Submit OneSchool Report to your reporting buddy as nominated by your Head of Department and final
copy to your Head of Department.
Reporting Buddy
Please check for the following and indicate any changes on the reports:
 Check the level of achievement awarded for each student against the Faculty digital markbook.
 Does the level of achievement awarded for each student correspond with the effort/behaviour and
homework standards for each student?
 If students have any area which has be awarded a D, E or N for their level of achievement, effort,
behaviour or homework, has the teacher requested an interview?
 Please return corrections to the original teacher by the timeframe nominated by your Head of
Department.
Classroom teacher
When you receive your feedback please complete the following:
 Make any necessary corrections, add the corrected reports to your originals and submit to your Head of
Department by the nominated timeframe.

Parent Teacher Interviews
Preparation
Parents expect teachers to:
 understand their child’s individual learning style
 have a teaching and learning plan in place to cater for his/her needs, weaknesses and strengths
 possess an awareness of and provide advice on areas for improvement for their child.
Following is a suggested checklist of items, that when completed thoroughly, will ensure the successful
negotiation of parent/teacher interviews and provide parents with accurate and meaningful insights on their
children’s progress and ways they can assist them.
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Term by term, keep accurate formal records for each child on:





their home learning (homework)
skills/outcomes achieved
assessment of tests, group work, assignments, oral presentations, etcetera
attendance, attitude, behaviour and effort.

Also, create a section where anecdotal comments and observations can be recorded on every student. Specific
examples on their child are appreciated by parents:
 on individual student’s attitude, effort, ownership and behaviour
 special attributes or achievements
 these comments must be recorded during or immediately after each class or they will be lost in our
business
 this strategy wins parents’ confidence in us.
Over a term, a bank of observations will build up on each child that will paint a comprehensive picture of his/her
all round performance and progress for us to communicate to parents and use to tailor personalised learning for
the student.

Promotion

7

8

9

10

11

12

The progress of students from one year level to the next is premised on the understanding that it is educationally
desirable for students to move through year levels with their peers. Any variation from this involves the obligation
to justify the educational benefit of such a change.
The Promotion Policy encourages students to achieve the best possible outcome from the educational
opportunities available to them and to remind them of the practical consequences of not participating fully in the
curriculum offered by the school.
Our curriculum, teaching practices, student management and welfare policies, assessment and reporting are all
designed to meet the needs of students and assist them in moving smoothly through the year levels whilst at our
school.
This policy applies to all students at Browns Plains State High School. The aim of this policy is to ensure fairness
and equity is maintained across the school; therefore supporting students to achieve to the best of their ability.

Minimum requirements
Going into……………..
Year 7, 8 9 or 10
Satisfactory level of achievement in Mathematics
and English (C Standard)

Year 11
Personal Pathway:
Passing level of achievement in Mathematics and
English. Passing level of achievement in remaining
subjects or on track to receive any certificates being
studied. This requires the student to be on track to
achieve their QCE.

Year 12
Satisfactory level of achievement (C Standard) in English
and Mathematics to meet literacy and numeracy
requirements for QCE.
Satisfactory level of achievement in the remaining
subjects or on track to receive subjects or on track to
receive any certificates being studied. This requires the
student to be on track to achieve their QCE.

PLUS

OR
ATAR Pathway
Satisfactory level of achievement in Mathematics
and English
PLUS

Majority of passes in the remaining subjects.

Majority of passes in the remaining subjects.

Satisfactory level of achievement in the remaining
subjects or on track to receive any certificates being
studied. This requires the student to be on track to
achieve their QCE, and for some students, their QCIA.

Attendance of 85% or more

Attendance of 85% or more

Attendance of 85% or more

Students no meeting these requirements will have
an interview with the relevant Deputy Principal
regarding progression to the next year level.

Students no meeting these requirements will have
an interview with the relevant Deputy Principal
regarding progression to Year 12.

Students no meeting these requirements will have an
interview with the relevant Deputy Principal regarding the
possibility of a cancellation of enrolment.
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PLUS

Form A: Low attendance/risk of non-progression

Date

Dear Parent/Carer,

It has come to my attention that ………………. has a low rate of attendance. It is my expectation that all students of Browns Plains State High
School have high rates of attendance and complete all assessment tasks by the due date. The progress of students from one year level to the
next is premised on the understanding that it is educationally desirable for students to move through year levels with their peers. The Promotion
Policy is designed to encourage students to achieve the best possible outcome from the educational opportunities available to them and to
remind them of the consequences of not participating fully in the curriculum offered by the school. As low attendance has a long term impact
in adversely affecting students’ learning and may result in non-progression to the next year level, I am contacting you at this juncture to
encourage you to correct your child’s pattern of attendance.

Our curriculum, teaching practices, student management and welfare policies, assessment and reporting are designed to meet the needs of
students and assist them in moving smoothly through the year levels whilst they are enrolled at Browns Plains State High School. This applies
to all students attending this school. The aim of this policy is to ensure that fairness and equity is maintained across the school; therefore
supporting students to achieve to the best of their ability.

Minimum Requirements for progression to the next year level

Years 7, 8, 9, or 10
Satisfactory level of achievement in Maths and English (C Standard)
PLUS
Majority of passes in the remaining subjects
PLUS
Attendance of 85% or more.
Students not meeting these requirements are required to attend an interview with the relevant Deputy Principal regarding attendance and
progression to the next year level.

In the event that a student has not met the above requirements and there are extenuating circumstances unknown to the school, they may
apply for promotion to the next year. This will involve an interview with the next year’s Deputy Principal, the student’s parent(s)/guardian(s)
and the student. The student and parents will be required to show just cause as to why the student should be considered for promotion to the
next year level and what the student intends to do to ensure that an average of Satisfactory Achievement on all of the assessment tasks is
obtained in all subjects studied in the next year level.

I have attached the year-to-date record of attendance for your child and caution you regarding the negative effects that a sustained pattern of
absence will have on your child’s learning. Be aware that in line with the school School Wide Curriculum Plan, if improved attendance is not
evident, possible repetition of the current grade may be required.

Please contact the school on 3802 6222 to organise a meeting with ……………….. (Deputy Principal) to discuss your student’s attendance
and the risk of non-progression to the next year level.

Regards,

Blair Hanna
Principal

Ivor Street
PO Box 366
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Telephone: 3802 6222
Fax 3802 6200

Special Consideration
A student may be promoted to the next year level by the Deputy Principal on the grounds of Special
Consideration if it can be shown that the student experienced hardship of a permanent or temporary nature
which affected his/her school work. It is the responsibility of the student to notify the Deputy Principal and/or the
relevant Head of Department of the details or circumstances relating to the student’s application.
Any decision regarding the promotion of Special Education Program students must first be referred to the
Student Case Management Team. Any communication with the parents of a Special Education Program student
must occur through the Head of Special Education Services and other relevant school staff (i.e.Deputy Principal,
SWD case managers, Advisory Teachers).
No Special Consideration will be given to a student who has been absent from the school or study for prolonged
periods (e.g. overseas trips, prolonged holidays, unexplained absences) and has therefore been unable to
satisfactorily complete the required work.
Appeal for Promotion
In the event that a student has not met the above requirements, the student may apply for promotion to the next
year. This will involve an interview with the next year’s Deputy Principal, the student’s parent(s)/guardian(s) and
the student. The student and parents will be required to show just cause as to the benefits of student promotion
and what the student intends to do to ensure that an average of Satisfactory Achievement on all of the
assessment tasks is obtained in all subjects studied in the next year level. If the appeal is successful, the student
will be promoted to the next year level for a probationary period.
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